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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and Welcome!This Webinar provides an introduction to the Performance-Based approach to transportation planning and programming, as enacted in MAP-21 and continued in the FAST ActInformation will be discussed on the National Highway Goals and on the Transit goals, followed by their performance measures and targets.We will discuss how the measures and targets are being developed, and the roles and responsibilities of MPOs, transit providers, and States in integrating them into various facets of the planning process.This Webinar focuses on metropolitan planning and the supporting work of MPOs, Transit Providers, and States. As appropriate, implications for statewide and nonmetropolitan planning will be included.A brief look at selected current experiences also will be provided, followed by a discussion of what FTA could ask of MPOs and transit providers to facilitate and expedite progress.
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What is Performance-Based Planning

A strategic approach to decision-making that uses system 
information to make investment and policy decisions to 

achieve transportation system performance goals.
-----------------------------------------------

• Performance Targets Reflect Regional Priorities

• Projects in MTPs and TIPs Linked to Target Achievement

• Performance Expectations and Accountability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So What Is Performance-based Planning?Performance-based planning is a strategic approach to transportation decision-making that focuses on measureable performance outcomes and uses observed and projected performance data to support project implementation prioritization.When implemented effectively, performance management can improve the effectiveness of project and program delivery by focusing resources on priority factors that reflect adopted policy.Performance management also provides for monitoring the observed effects of transportation investments on performance measures, reporting on progress (or lack thereof) toward target-achievement, and then using that information to support MTP and TIP updates in metropolitan area and LRSTP and STIP updates statewide.
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Regulatory Framework

Transit
1/1/17

Develop TAM Targets

MPO
Transit targets + 
180 days

Establish
Performance Targets

Transit
10/1/18

Establish TAM Plan

Transit Asset Management (5326)
Final Rule 7/26/16 Effective 10/1/16

Safety (5329)
(rulemaking expected in 2018)

Transit
Final Rule + 1 
YR

MPO
Final Rule + 1 
YR + 180 Days

Establish Public 
Transportation 
Agency Plan -
including Safety 
Performance Targets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All Performance Measures follow a common approach to Target-Setting.As you can see, the schedule calls for Transit Asset Management targets to be completed, or well along toward implementation.The TAM Rule established measures associated with transit asset classes for which Transit Providers had 3 months from the Effective Date of the Regulation (Oct. 1, 2016), to prepare Targets – or Jan. 1, 2017.Upon completion of that work, MPOs should be working with Transit Providers to prepare Regional Targets – with completion by July 1, 2017.For Statewide and Nonmetropolitan planning, States prepare TAM targets only for portions of the State not covered by MPOs. In contrast, States prepare statewide targets for all National Highway measures.FTA Rulemaking to implement Transit Safety Management has been delayed, thereby delaying follow-on efforts by Transit Providers & MPOs.The slide shows the same process for the National Highway Performance Measures, involving FHWA Rulemakings, followed by Target-Setting by States, and then MPOs. The next slide describes the Highway Measures.
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Linking TAM and Planning

MPO Use of Performance Plans and Targets

Transit Agency MPO TIP
TAM Plan

• 4-year Prioritized List of Investments
• 4-Year TAM / TIP Update Cycles May Coincide
• TIP Projects Progress Toward Target Achievement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Transit Asset Management, MPOs will use TAM Plans and Targets.TAM Plans take a more comprehensive look at future asset conditions over a 4-year horizon and include a 4-year priority-ordered list of transit asset investment needs based upon that. And, the update cycle of TAM Plans is 4 years, which, according to the TAM Rule, should coincide with the update cycle of the TIP.Together, the TAM Targets and TAM Plans prepared by Transit Providers supply important information to support regional planning and programming by the MPO, as well as use of the targets in TIP prioritization.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Slide presents a more comprehensive look at the roles and responsibilities of Transit Providers and MPOs in transit asset management – and how they connect in the Planning Process.As noted previously, Transit Providers’ targets are fed into the MPO’s target-setting process for their metropolitan areas. The MPO targets must be coordinated with transit providers to ensure consistency with the targets established by the transit agencies, per the TAM RuleIn addition, MPOs must integrate into their planning processes, the goals, objectives, performance measures, and targets described in any plans developed by transit providers, which is  the Transit Asset Management Plan for now, and later the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan.The Prioritized Investments from TAM Plans can advise the MPO in prioritizing project for inclusion in the TIP.To enable this to happen, however, the MPO and Transit Provider must work in close cooperation, which brings us back to the need for an MOU. 
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When does the State DOT include the 
Performance Targets and Plans in its STIP and 
Long Range State Plan and how should it be 

reflected? 
• STIPs adopted or amended after October 1, 2018 must reflect 

TAMs incorporation into the performance-based planning process.
• Long Range State Plans adopted or amended after October 1, 2018 

must reflect TAMs incorporation into the performance-based 
planning process.

• The TIP shall be designed to promote achievement of the 
performance targets in the plan

• The STIP and TIP shall, to the maximum extent practicable, describe 
how the investments in the STIP and the TIP make progress toward 
achievement of the targets in the plan.

6
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Roles and Responsibilities
Agreements Among MPO / Transit / State

• Cooperative Target-Setting for All Targets

• Roles/Responsibilities for Data Collection and Processing

• Projecting Progress in Target Achievement for TIP

• Analyzing Observed Data to Gauge Target Achievement 
in MTP and LRSTP (System Performance Reports)

• Other 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick web review of Agreements re: Performance-Based Planning found:Most, if not all, involved amendment of existing AgreementsReference to PBPP and the coordinative role of the MPO was high-level and included few procedural or technical details.In contrast, the MPO-Transit Agreement for Lake Tahoe provided significant detail and identified the following Transit agency deliverables to the MPO:Overview of Key Performance MeasuresTAM Plans and TargetsAgency Safety Plans and TargetsAnticipated Equipment Replacement and Rehabilitation/Facility NeedsSystem Improvement Strategies with Schedules a Financial Plan
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Performance Based Planning Resources

• Performance Based Planning Website
– Fact Sheet
– Frequently Asked Questions
– Roles and Responsibilities
– Timeframes
– Recorded Webinars and Presentations

https://www.transit.dot.gov/performance-based-planning

https://www.transit.dot.gov/performance-based-planning
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Key Technical Assistance  
• Small Providers TAM Guide

– Includes Template for compliant or comprehensive TAM 
plan

• Performance Measure Guidebooks
– Facility Condition Assessments

• TAM News newsletters
• Updated training courses

– New NTI courses: 
• Performance Based Planning and Programming
• Intro to TAM for Tier I Agencies
• TAM Implementation for Tier II Agencies

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/asset-management/facility-condition-assessment-guidebook
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